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ABSTRACT

Bridging the Gap: New Constructs for Organizations
and Appropriate Methodologies

Eleven papers from the 1983 AERA and ASHE Conferences were content

anayzed. The purpose was two-fold: 1) to explore paradigmatic assump-

tions, and 2) to demonstrate a fit between assumptions. The results show

that assumptions grow typically out of the same, or a very similar, value

framework; that effective methods of inquiry are those which match

assumptions about organizations; and that methods which present reduc-

tionist pictures of Organizations fail to inform the change process

because they produce necessarily limited and nonholistic views of organ-

izational functioning. Increased interaction between organizational

theorists and methodologists should insure methods fit newer constructs

to create a descriptive science of organizations.



BRIDGING THE GAP: NEW CONSTRUCTS FOR ORGANIZATIONS
AND APPROPRIATE METHODOLOGIES

Introduction

Operating on the premise that there may be differences between what

researchers are doing and what they say they are doing, the logics-in-use

and reconstructed logics of contemporary researchers become a legitimate

arena for inquiry in and of themselves. The intuitive and explicit links

between linear and hierarchical models of the world ("reality") and

building-block methods of research ("variables", "control", and "mani-

pulation") have lent credence to cumulatively-oriented, erector-set

models of research efforts. The synergism between world view, or pro-

posed construction of reality, and requisite instructions for explorin

it is intuitive.. If that is true, then there ought to exist a concom-

tant expectation that newer models of reality should command new modes

of exploration.' The posSibility or likelihood indeed, even the

necessity of such a link-is the topic of this research.

Problem

A survey-of both ASHE and AERA (American Educational. Research

-Association) programs for the past four years demonstrates an increasing

concern with two areas of inquiry: newer constructs for organizations

which move away'from old notions of systems-oriented bureaucracies, and a

preoccupation with the redress of balance between qualitative and quant7

itative methodologies as inquiry modes. Organizational theoristsargue

for studying newer dimensions of organizations (Weick, 1976; 1983; Astuto,

-Clark and Kuh, 1983) while others, predominantly methodologists; argue

for expanded use of methods which eriiphasize.verstehen or understanding



de-eMphasizing traditional rationalistic or scientific c iteria of

prediction and control (Conrad, '1983; Siverman, 1983; Cuba. and Lincoln,

1982). But no one has yet undertaken the task of demonstrating how, why,

or indeed whether substantially different methodologies are appropriate

For substantially different constructions of organizations.

Grounding in traditional scientific canons suggests ways in which

quantitative methods-are congenial with a convergent view of reality.

Even if reality is not ultimately knowable (the naive realist's position)

one can argue for attempting to approximate it by adding pieces which

are "known". Similarly, non-conventional canons prod researchers to

"know" utilizing methods which are more sympathetic to new canons.

Returning to the argument of logics-in-use versus reconstructed logics,

however, it appears that research into organizations has not produced

reflective treatment of method or world -view (paradigm)1 and likewise

exhortations on method have not produced lengthy treatment on world-view,

or how method can contribute to different paths to "knowing". Without

resorting to absolute violence toward avenues of research, it seems

clear that organizational theorists have constructed new models and

descriptions of organizational functioning as efforts to describe elements.,,

they saw as being deviations from horizontal or vertical input-process-

output models. In like fashion, much of the press for "new" (actually,

-older) 'methods for research can be characterized as frustration -responses

to:traditional-inquirys "precise answers to irrelevant .questions"

'Indeed, this is not a new phenomenon. Nearly a century of excellent

anthropological field work was'reported without extensive reference to

method or paradigmatic assumptions before the call to more self-conscious

treatment of method was issued. And even then, treatment of field work

issues was limited for another quarter-century to interviewing andparti7
cipant observation.



(Tukey, attributed) and to open-minded experiments with symbolic inter-

actionism and other reconstructions of social science. But the self-

conscious treatment of method along with problem is rare in non - scientific,

non-conventional inquiries. And the press for more qualitative methods

on the one hand and new theory in organizations on the other ought to be

enough to convince even a casual observer that :an and do exist.

Objectives

The objectives of the research reported were threefold; 1) t:

.
analyze the underlying assumptions of organizational contructs such as

"loose coupling" (Wet:, 1076), "goal independent planning" (Clark, 1982)

and organi :ed anarchy and garbage -can models of administration (March,

Cohen and Olsen, 1974) to dftennine hallmarks of such views, and to

contrast such-views with older and more traditional constructions of

organlatiOns sucJa baeautratic, vertically-linked, linear systems,

and the like); to :xamine underlying assumptions of proposed "newer",

more ethnographically oriented, case study, natualistic or qualitative

methods; and 3). to propose some ways In wh:ch the- fit between organizational

constructs is synergistic with the assumptions of qualitative methodologies..

Theoretical Framework and Perspectives

The two perspectives adopted were those of Schwartz and Ogilvy (1979);

who propose major paradigm shifts in traditional scientific andorganiza.,

tional disciplines (cheMistry,holography,.administrative science, psych-

ology and the like) and Lincoln and Guba (forthcoming, 1984;.1982, 1981).

-In fact, until recently; it was sufficientlY rare that editors of

eddcational journals convened in a national meeting in June, 1981:in:
Bloomington, Indiana, to discuss ways of judging the.technical,adequacy
and rigor,of'theflood of quantitative manuscripts proffered for publication.



who have attempted to.build OD epistemology bused on such a paradigm

shift which moves away from the logical positivist stance to a MOM

phenomenological posture. In the tatter perspective, this inquiry

systelikis called- "naturalistic inquiry", in contrast: to rat:iorialistic

orconventional inquiry. Rationalistic or conventional inquiry is

generally agreed' to rest on the following five axioms: 1) reality is

knowable, singular and convergent, separable into a series of steady

states and processes (variables) which may be studied independently;

2) the nature of the subject-inquirer relationship is dualistic;

3) causality is linearly-conceived and necessary; 4) the object-of

inquiry is the verification of generalizations, time- and context-free

laws which govern all behavior; and 5) inquiry is, or should be value

free. In sharp contrast to that set of axioms stands "naturalistic

inquiry", constructed much as non-Euclidean geometries have been con-

structed: by turning classical axioms on their heads and exploring the

implications. Its premises, or axioms, form a system whereby 1) reality

is multiple and constructed rather than singular and convergent; 2) the

nature of the subject-inquirer relationship is presumed to be inter-

active, rather than discrete and separable; 3) causality is mutual at

best, cause-effect relationships are not linear,, and plausible

influences describe better why things occur; 4) working hypo-

theses replace generalizations in recognition of the influence-.

.of-time.and -context on human behavior; and that 5)- all.

inquiry is value bound, and cannot-be separated from value

-decisions at several points: choice of context for research,

,choice of substantive theory, choice of problem, choice of

method, inquirer's values and values which Inhere.itthe-context



Schwartz and Ogilvy (1.97)) contend, For instance, that the

dominant rationalistic or scientiric paradigm has been charac.

terized by a world-view which assn,uos the world is slmLlq

probabilistic, governed by hierarchy and vertical ordeings

(both in the natural and the social world) , and that the

universe is mechanical, determinate and liked in linearly

causal ways, characterized by an "assembly" motif, and know-

able through objectivity.

The emergent paradigm, they have asserted, postulated a

quite different world, the hallmarks of which are complexity/

diversity, heterarchy, holographic images, indeterminacy, mutual

causality, morphogencsis and a "perspectival" view of knowing.

This shift, they argued, is eminently visible in biology, in

physics, in mathematics and in other Formal disciplines (including

those mentioned above and, additionally, the arts, philosophy,

political theory, brain theory and the like) The importance

of tracking an emergent world-View through dozens of formal

disciplines is that it has suggested that perfectly sensible

and sane people give every evidence of shifting their belief

systems regarding the nature of the universe. From Thom's

catastrophe theory to non-evolutionary theories of biological

occurences, to Heisenbergis Uncertainty Principle, to holo-

graphy, ito the heterarchic theories of pOlitical organization,

the evidence of a new paradigm is pOwerful.

In a parallel shift, educational researchers and other

social scientists who study postsecondary education, have begun

to call fot additional (Cook and Reichardt, 1979).; extended

(Miles and Huberman forthcoming, 198.4), or radically different

methodologieS (Cuba, 1984, forthcoming) with which to investi-



gate institutions and schools.

Methods and Techniques

The method was a simple and rather straightforward

dOCIAMentary or content analysis of eleven p;Iper,i, ol

those papers represented a cal I lot', or use (Cl newer con!.truct!i

in organizational theory to explicate problems in understanding

educational organizations. The others represented support

Cor, or instances oF, the use of qualitative methodologies

(over quantitative methods) in investigating postsecondary

institutions: All of the papers were presented at: either

the American Educational Research Association or the Association

for the Study of Higher Education in the spring of 1983.

Underlying assumptions were sought, and were displayed against

both emergent-paradigm descriptions of Schwartz and Ogilvy,

and fundamental epistemological shifts outlined by Lincoln

and Cuba.

.Content analysis, as treated by Holsti (1969), Krippendorf

(1983) and Rosengren (1981; see particularly his treatment of

qualitative versus quantitative content analyses, pp. 10-12),

is generally "any technique for making inferences by objec-

tively and systematically identifying specified characteristics

of messages" (Holsti, 1969, p. 14). The coding of data .for a

content analysis involves systematically transforming and

aggregating raw data into units (categories or taxonomies)

"wliich permit precise descriptions of :relevant content charac-

teristitS" (Holsti; 1969, p. 94). Data sources in this
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zati( al the( This may reflect substantiv'e or disciplinary

intritmts, however. evertheless, it .seems quite clear that

both groups--while traveling pareilei tracks- -ought to be

inter cting at much greater length with each other. The

organizational theorists who have seen a different vision of

in,,tilutionH a more opera, less tightly coupled .structure,

ei to link their work more firmly with the methodologists,

who have sensed the inadequacy and inappropriateness of former

met) )ds (or achieving understanding (and therefore, for

fueling change). These parallel universes could profit

onormou ' from prolonged exchanges. and at: tempts to make more

evp1 ic' i t the link between the Gestalt of organizational theory,

and the methods used to explore organizational Configurations.

Clark, AStuto and Kuh punned, ''We have no strong prefer-

cnce,, for strNteic's or techniques of inquiry. We think

known tosupport.interesting:a priori hypotheses:

would ,rttr,.rct individuals who prefer more conventional

t f, rch methods. Intensive descriptive reports on organia--

ti coubling are needed. Researchers prediSposed to

turalistic inquiry should have a field day" (1_933, p. 20).

Third, to deny there is a link between new theory on

orani:ations and qualitative methods is counter-intuitive.

the nature Of the link is not clear, although points of con-

act will cone inua to surf Ce. One avenue for exposing

linkiges though is the literary device used by someauthors

in this collection of papers:, metaphor and/or i.mi le. The
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emotive power of analogousor poetic references to intimate

resemblances not seen before may be significant. The strength..

of imagery to bespeak a way of seeing (and therefore of

believing) is keen and cutting; we ought not to lose the

edge.

Implications of the Research

It will be a'given, for-the moment, that such a link

exists. And if so the implications-of such a link--between

current organizational. theory and methodological shifts--are

numerous. First, researchers cannot go on doing research into

organizations and institutions the way we have in the past

In the future, we must match methods to characteristics of

organizations which are observable (rather then theoretical).

One lesson is that organizations which behave as loosely-

coupled units do not lend themselves- to.study as tightly-

coupled entities (at least not without violence to .accurate

portrayal of the organization).

Second, the nature of research questions must change.

A second lesson to be learned is that until we have a new de-

scriptive science of organizations and institutions (based on

Verstehen rather than manipulations of variables) we operate

at our peril in attempting control and/or change.

Third, methods which depended heavily on distillation

(or reductionism) present. necessarily One-sided and inadequate.-

pictures of the operation and characteristics of organizations'.

Studying institutions holistically, while a more complex task,
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is nevertheless more relevant .to understanding how and why.

organizations exist, and how change within them is accomp-

lished. This concept is particularly powerful in the

management, For instance, of decline, where institutioru, nay

be called upon to make major Mangos in the interests of

survival and attracting new student clienteles.

the link is important because it implies a

value resonance--a direct, supportive and logical bridge

between what one believes aboutinstitutions and how one

either affirms or dis'confirms those beliefs throdgh system-

atic and disciplined study and research. A final lesson to:

be learned is that one cannot operate on two separate, dis-

tinct, and contradictory belief syste about the nature of

the world: method must fit problem.
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